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WHAT IS REVERSE ENGINEERING

Reverse engineering is the process of studying 
and analyzing an already constructed system

This can include anything from analyzing a 
compiled executable, to cracking obfuscation 

algorithms and/or protections



WHAT IS IT USED FOR

Vulnerability Research

Malware Analysis

Understanding Complex Systems

Cracking

Game Hacking

Breaking Encryptions



COMPILATION PROCESS

If we want to run any program written in C, we first have to 
“compile” it into an executable format.

Compilation is the process of translating our source code into a 
format that can be executed by the computer.



COMPILATION PROCESS

We can compile the hello world program shown using GCC and the following command.

This produces the following file which is now a file that can be executed by the computer.

This tells us that the file is a 64-bit ELF (Executable and Linkable Format), or in other words, a UNIX executable file



COMPILATION

If we examine the contents of the produced file, they will not make any 
sense to us as it contains bytes that were produced by the compiler for 
the computer to run.

We can get a more human readable  format by examining the assembly 
produced by the compiler. Assembly is the lowest level of human 
readable code, which is then turned into the bytes mentioned above.

To produce the program’s assembly, we can use the GCC argument –S, 
which commands GCC to only compile up to Assembly, and not 
assemble into bytes yet.



COMPILATION

The produced Assembly file looks something like this. By ignoring 
the GCC-added CFI directives, this is basic x86 assembly.

These are the commands that the CPU understands and can run 
when turned into bytes.



THE PROBLEM

Now that we somewhat understand the compilation of source code into assembly or bytes, let’s think 
about the following case:

What if we are only given the already compiled executable (the ELF file we saw before), and we would like to 
analyze its behavior?

We may want to analyze it for any reason, E.g.:

• Analyze possible malware

• Check if it sends any private data to an outside network

• Analyze its cryptographic algorithm in order to decrypt something

• Analyze its behavior for any reason

Because of this, we need a way to be able to analyze an already compiled executable for which we do not 
have the source code



ETYMOLOGY

Disassembler
Software that translates machine 

code to human readable assembly 
format

Decompiler
Software that can translate an 

executable to a human readable 
high-level source file

Debugger
Software that allows us to
control the running process



EXAMPLES

DecompiledDisassembled



REVERSE ENGINEERING 
TOOLS

• IDA (Interactive Disassembler)

Decompiler, Disassembler & Debugger by HexRays

• Ghidra

Open Source NSA Decompiler

• Binary Ninja

Complete Reverse Engineering Platform

• Cutter

Open Source Reverse Engineering platform



IDA – HELLO WORLD

The main function of the 
program being analyzed

The functions 
contained in 
the program

Toolbar & Debugger

IDA Output 
and console



IDA - FROM DISASSEMBLY TO PSEUDOCODE

When using IDA, we can easily move from disassembled assembly code to humanly readable C pseudocode 
with the F5 hotkey:

When looking at the original source code, we can agree that we can get an almost identical copy of it by 
decompiling the executable through IDA

This will not always be the case, but we have managed to extract the original source code through only the 
executable, making it way easier for us to analyze it instead of assembly



IDA – A BETTER EXAMPLE

Let’s look at another simple example. This program prints out all the odd and even numbers 
from 0 to 255. We can see the IDA decompiled version on the right.



IDA – USEFUL KEYBINDS

SHIFT-F12: Brings up the Strings tab, allowing us to explore 
all the strings that are contained in the program.

For example, the string “Hello world!” that is printed can be 
seen here

N: Renames a symbol (variable, function, etc.)

We can use this in order to make our analysis 
easier as variables will not always have their 
correct name



CUTTER – ODD & EVEN

Cutter uses the Ghidra decompiler but provides a more user friendly and responsive UI that makes it easier 
to use than Ghidra.

Even though not as clear as IDA, we can still make sense of the for loop quite easily



ADVANCED TOPICS

Anti Analysis Protections

• Anti-Debug

• Anti-Decompile Tricks

Executable Protections

• Code Virtualization

• Obfuscations

• Packing

Analysis
• Malware Analysis
• Key Generation Analysis
• Cracking Encryptions
• Bypassing Protections

Research
• Vulnerability Research
• Bug Hunting



REFERENCES

Tool Downloads
• HexRays IDA

• Ghidra

• Binary Ninja

• Cutter

Learning
• OALabs (Malware Analysis)
• LiveOverflow (Binary Exploitation)
• HackTheBox (Reverse Challenges)

Further Reverse Engineering
0xdeada1u5

Academy Discord

Cheatsheets
• IDA Cheatsheet
• Ghidra Cheatsheet

https://hex-rays.com/ida-free/
https://github.com/NationalSecurityAgency/ghidra
https://binary.ninja/
https://cutter.re/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC--DwaiMV-jtO-6EvmKOnqg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClcE-kVhqyiHCcjYwcpfj9w
https://www.hackthebox.com/
https://discord.gg/FHaFVtqEU5
https://discord.gg/FHaFVtqEU5
https://www.hex-rays.com/products/ida/support/freefiles/IDA_Pro_Shortcuts.pdf
https://ghidra-sre.org/CheatSheet.html

